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The Generalized Chaplygin Gas (GCG) model is characterized by the equation of state
P = −Aρ−α, where A > 0 and α < 1. The model has been extensively studied due to
its interesting properties and applicability in several contexts, from late-time acceleration
to primordial inflation. Nonetheless we show that the inflationary slow-roll regime cannot
be satisfied by the GCG model when General Relativity (GR) is considered. In particular,
although the model has been applied to inflation with 0 < α < 1, we show that for −1 <
α ≤ 1 there is no expansion of the Universe but an accelerated contraction. For α < −1 we
prove that there is indeed an inflationary period, although the second and third slow-roll
parameters ηH and ξH are larger than unity for α ≤ −5/3. Such a behaviour of the slow-roll
parameters has two significant drawbacks on the model. First, the number of e-folds N
during inflation is N  60 for most of the parameter space, especially for α ≤ −5/3. This
means that the horizon and flatness problems cannot be solved during inflation. Second,
the slow-roll approximations are not valid for the model during inflation when α ≤ −5/3.
This is relevant since some studies have relied on these approximations in order to constrain
the parameter space of the GCG model. In particular we show that the approximation
z′′/z ≈ 2a2H2 in the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation is not valid. We extend our analysis to
the Generalized Chaplygin–Jacobi Gas (GCJG) model. We find that the introduction of a
new parameter does not solve the previous problems. We conclude that the violation of the
slow-roll conditions is a generic feature of the GCG and GCJG models during inflation when
GR is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important prediction of inflationary cosmology is that there should be small departures
from the large-scale homogeneity observed in the Universe [1, 2]. Inflation predicts that these
perturbations have a characteristic spectrum. During inflation, space-time itself fluctuates quan-
tum mechanically about a background in an accelerated expanding phase [1–9]. These quantum
fluctuations are the seeds for the observed structures and CMB anisotropies since the microscopic
fluctuations were spread out to macroscopic scales, where they eventually become classical fluctu-
ations in space-time [1, 2, 6–9].
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2The simplest models of cosmic inflation involve a scalar field φ, called the inflaton, slowly rolling
down a very flat energy potential V (φ) [1–9]. During inflation most of the Universe’s energy density
is in the form of V (φ). In these circumstances the field behaves like a fluid with negative pressure
and thus powers an almost exponential cosmic expansion. Inflation ends when the inflaton’s kinetic
energy is larger than its potential energy, which occurs in the steeper part of V (φ). Nonetheless,
before the end of inflation, it is crucial to have enough slow rolling for the scalar field in order to
solve the horizon and flatness problems with inflation [1, 2, 6–9]. This corresponds to a growing of
the scale factor a of the order of e60 [1–10].
Recently, the generalized Chaplygin gas (GCG) model has been discussed widely in cosmological
contexts. The model is characterized by a fluid with an exotic equation of state
P = − A
ρα
, (1)
where A > 0 and α < 1 [11–14]. The model corresponds to a generalized Nambu-Goto action which
can be interpreted as a perturbed d-brane in a (d+1, 1) spacetime [11]. The case α = 1 reproduces
the pure Chaplygin gas model in Ref. [15], while α = −1 corresponds to a cosmological constant
[11–20]. In the late-time cosmological context and for α < −1, Eq. (1) leads to three new versions
of the GCG model: an early phantom model, a late phantom model, and a transient model [12].
Originally, the Chaplygin gas model was introduced to explain late-time acceleration without
dark energy in the context of General Relativity (GR) [11–20]. So far there have been different
modifications to the GCG proposal such as modified Chaplygin gas in brane-world [21–23] and
GCG in modified gravity [14, 24, 25].
A first approach to single-field inflation using the GCG as the inflaton field was done in Ref. [26]
using 0 < α < 1, where the value α = 0.2578± 0.0009 was found from the Planck 2013 data. Later
the GCG inflation was studied in light of Planck where it was shown that the GCG is not a suitable
candidate for inflation in the context of GR for α < −1 [13]. In this work the authors found that,
in order to obtain the observational bounds for the spectral index and the tensor-to-scalar ratio,
the number of e-folds at horizon exit N∗ for the modes would have to be of order N∗ ≈ 217, which
is way out of the theoretical bound 50 < N∗ < 60 [1, 2]. More recently, a further generalization
of the GCG model was studied using elliptic functions to describe the inflationary epoch [27, 28].
There the inflaton field was characterized by an equation of state corresponding to a generalized
Chaplygin-Jacobi gas (GCJG)
P = −Aκ
ρα
− 2 (1− κ) ρ+ (1− κ)
A
ρ2+α, (2)
3where α is the GCG parameter, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 is the modulus of the elliptic function
[27, 28].
In this paper we show that the GCG and GCJG models applied to inflation in Refs. [26] and
[27, 28], in Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively, do not produce an inflationary epoch for the values of
the parameters studied there. We then extend the α-parameter space to α < −1 and consider
inflation in the GCG and GCJG models. In this new range we show that the models are not
suitable candidates for primordial inflation when α ≤ −5/3. Thus, the parameter space for the
models is greatly reduced to values very close to α = −1.
The layout of the paper is the following. In Sections II and III we review single-field inflation and
the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism, respectively. There we emphasis on the number of e-folds during
inflation and the slow-roll conditions. In Section IV we apply the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism in
order to study primordial inflation using a fluid which presents the properties of the GCG. Then
in Section V we show that for α > −1 the GCG model does not produce an inflationary epoch. In
Section VI we show that the GCG model does produce inflation for α < −1, although the slow-roll
conditions are not satisfied for α ≤ −5/3. This implies that the slow-roll approximations are not
valid, as we show in Section VII. In Section VIII we extend our analysis to the case of the GCJG
where we find similar results. The conclusions are presented in Section IX. In this paper we will
restrict ourselves to the study of cosmic inflation using the GCG and GCJG models in the context
of GR. Throughout this work we use natural units (c = ~ = kB = 1).
II. SINGLE-FIELD INFLATION
Cosmic inflation is a period of accelerated expansion in the early Universe where the scale factor
a behaves like [1–9]
a¨ > 0. (3)
In the simplest models, inflation is driven by the canonical inflaton φ, slowly rolling the smooth
potential energy V (φ). Throughout this paper we consider a Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-
Walker (FLRW) metric in a flat Universe
ds2 = −dt2 + a2 (t) d~x 2 = a2 (τ) [−dτ2 + d~x 2] , (4)
where dτ ≡ dt/a is the conformal time and d~x 2 is the metric on a maximally symmetric 3–manifold.
We assume that the stress energy of the Universe is dominated by the inflaton φ, such that the
4Einstein field equations of the background metric are given by [6, 8, 9]
H2 ≡
(
a˙
a
)2
=
8pi
3m2Pl
[
V (φ) +
1
2
φ˙2
]
, (5)
and (
a¨
a
)
=
8pi
3m2Pl
[
V (φ)− φ˙2
]
, (6)
where H is the Hubble parameter, mPl ≡ G−1/2 is the Planck mass, and dots denote derivatives
with respect to cosmic time.
The equation of motion of the spatially homogenous scalar field is given by [6, 8, 9]
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V ′ (φ) = 0, (7)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to φ.
Number of e-folds and the slow-roll parameters
The amount of inflation is quantified by the ratio of the scale factor at the final time to its
value at some initial time ti. This ratio is normally a large number thus it is customary to take
the logarithm to give the number of e-folds
N(t) ≡ ln
[
a(t)
a(ti)
]
=
∫ a
ai
da˜
a˜
=
∫ t
ti
H(t˜)dt˜. (8)
In order to obtain at least N ∼ 60 we need to impose that H does not change much within a
Hubble time H−1, i.e., dH−1/dt 1 [9]. This requisite is equivalent to the first slow-roll condition
 ≡ − H˙
H2
 1. (9)
The second slow-roll condition is given by the requirement that  does not change much within a
Hubble time
η ≡ ˙
H
 1. (10)
The slow-roll approximation applies when these parameters are small in comparison to unity, i.e.,
, |η|  1. As long as  < 1, a successful period of inflation can be realized even when |η| > 1
for a few e-folds [29–36]. On the other hand the violation of the second slow-roll condition, i.e.
|η| > 1, implies that  grows very rapidly bringing inflation to a swifter end, and thus yielding a
small number of e-folds [37]. As we will see below, this aspect is crucial in our study of the GCG
and GCJG models during inflation since we will prove below that, generically, |η| > 1. Hence the
GCG and GCJG models produce a small number of e-folds.
5III. THE HAMILTON-JACOBI FORMALISM OF SINGLE-FIELD INFLATION
In general, the Hubble parameter H will vary as the inflaton field φ evolves along the potential
energy V (φ). In some cases a more convenient approach is to express the Hubble parameter
directly as a function of the field φ instead of as a function of time, i.e., H = H (φ). In this section
we will follow this path, known as the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism [13, 37–39].
We start by differentiating Eq. (5) with respect to time from which we obtain [13]
2H (φ)H ′ (φ) φ˙ = −
(
8pi
m2Pl
)
H (φ) φ˙2, (11)
and where we used Eq. (7) to eliminate φ¨. Substituting back into the definition of H in Eq. (5)
results in the system of two first-order equations
φ˙ = −m
2
Pl
4pi
H ′ (φ) , (12)[
H ′ (φ)
]2 − 12pi
m2Pl
H2 (φ) = −32pi
2
m4Pl
V (φ) . (13)
These equations are completely equivalent to the second-order equation of motion in Eq. (7). The
second of these is referred to as the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [13, 37–39]. It allows us to consider
H(φ) as the fundamental quantity to be specified, instead of the usual potential energy V (φ).
In cases where H(φ) is known, the Hamilton-Jacobi approach is very useful in obtaining several
inflationary quantities. For instance, from Eq. (12) we may obtain an explicit expression for the
inflaton field in terms of the cosmological time t 1. From Eq. (13) the inflaton potential is given by
V (φ) =
(
3m2Pl
8pi
)[
H2(φ)− m
2
Pl
12pi
[
H ′(φ)
]2]
. (14)
Moreover, by multiplying Eq. (12) by da/dφ we can also obtain an expression for the scale factor
in the form
a(φ) = ai exp
{
− 4pi
m2Pl
∫ φ
φi
H(φ˜)
H ′(φ˜)
dφ˜
}
. (15)
Finally, from this last expression, assuming that we have the scalar field as a function of time, we
can obtain the scale factor as a function of cosmological time.
1 This is consistent as long as t is a single-valued function of φ.
6In this formalism the slow-roll parameters are defined as [13, 37–39]
H(φ) ≡ m
2
Pl
4pi
(
H ′(φ)
H(φ)
)2
, (16)
ηH(φ) ≡ m
2
Pl
4pi
H ′′(φ)
H(φ)
, (17)
ξ2H(φ) ≡
(m2Pl
4pi
)2H ′(φ)H ′′′(φ)
H2(φ)
, (18)
where we have introduced a third ξH slow-roll parameter which will be important in the study of
the scalar perturbations.
The inflationary condition in Eq. (3), a¨ > 0, is precisely equivalent to the condition H < 1. In
order to see this Eq. (6) can be written as(
a¨
a
)
= H2 (φ)
[
1− H (φ)
]
, (19)
such that inflation ends once H exceeds unity. Note that the conditions leading to a violation of
the strong energy condition are uniquely determined by the magnitude of H alone [37]. As we
stated before, inflation can still proceed if |ηH | or |ξH | are much larger than unity, though normally
such values would drive a rapid variation of H and bring about a swift end to inflation [29–39].
So far we have reviewed cosmic inflation and the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism. In the next
sections we will study the GCG model in the Hamilton-Jacobi approach. In Section V we will use
this formalism to show that, in contradiction to previous results [26–28], the GCG model when
applied to inflation can only be realized for α < −1. Then in Section VI we prove that, even
when there is an inflationary period for α < −1, the slow-roll condition |ηH | < 1 only holds for
α > −5/3.
IV. INFLATION A` LA GENERALIZED CHAPLYGIN GAS
In this section we apply the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism in order to study primordial inflation
using a fluid which presents the properties of a GCG with equation of state given by Eq. (1).
In this formalism the generating function H(φ) is given by [13, 26]
H(φ) = H0 cosh
1
1+α
[√
6pi
m2Pl
(1 + α)(φ− φ0)
]
, (20)
where
H0 = H(φ0) ≡
√
8pi
3m2Pl
A
1
2(1+α) , (21)
7and φ0 is an integration constant given by
φ0 = φi − 1
(1 + α)
√
m2Pl
6pi
arcsinh
[√
ρ1+αi
A
− 1
]
, (22)
where ρi = ρ(φi) is the energy density at the beginning of inflation and ρ
1+α
i /A > 1 [13]. The
condition ρ1+αi /A > 1 comes from both the null energy condition ρ + P ≥ 0 and the continuity
equation ρ˙ + 3a˙(ρ + P )/a = 0. In the latter case, there is no solution to the continuity equation
when A = ρ1+αi [13].
Now using Eq. (15) we calculate the scale factor
a(φ) = ai exp
{
− 2
3(1 + α)
∫ Φ
Φi
coth[(1 + α)Φ˜] d
(
(1 + α)Φ˜
)}
= ai
(
sinh[(1 + α)Φ]
sinh[(1 + α)Φi]
) −2
3(1+α)
, (23)
where for simplicity we use the dimensionless variable
Φ(φ) ≡
√
6pi
m2Pl
(φ− φ0), (24)
such that
Φi(φ) ≡
√
6pi
m2Pl
(φi − φ0) = 1
1 + α
arcsinh
[√
ρ1+αi
A
− 1
]
. (25)
In Ref. [13] the authors calculated the same expression for a(φ) from the continuity equation.
The slow-roll parameters in Eqs. (16) - (18) are written as [26]
H(φ) =
3
2
tanh2 [(1 + α)Φ] , (26)
ηH(φ) =
3
2
(1 + α sech2 [(1 + α)Φ]) , (27)
ξ2H(φ) =
9
8
(
1− 2α− 4α2 + cosh [2 (1 + α)Φ]
)
sech2 [(1 + α)Φ] tanh2 [(1 + α)Φ] . (28)
The condition for the end of inflation, H (Φe) = 1, yields
Φe(α) =
1
1 + α
arctanh
(√
2
3
)
, (29)
or equivalently
φe(α,A) = φ0 +
√
m2Pl
6pi
1
(1 + α)
arctanh
(√
2
3
)
. (30)
Finally, the number of e-folds N from the beginning of inflation in Eq. (8) is given by
N(Φ) = − 2
3(1 + α)
ln
{
sinh [(1 + α)Φ]
sinh [(1 + α)Φi]
}
, (31)
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FIG. 1: The scale factor a and the slow-roll parameter H are plotted for α = 0.5, 0,−0.5 and ρ1+αi /A =
1.00001 in the blue, red, and green lines, respectively. The other values chosen for the parameters are
described at the end of Section IV. Notice that, although H < 1, the scale factor is in fact decreasing. This
can also be seen in Eq. (23) where the scale factor is a decreasing function for α > −1
thus that the total number of e-folds at the end of inflation Ne is
Ne(α,A) =
1
3(1 + α)
ln
{
1
2
(
ρ1+αi
A
− 1
)}
, (32)
where we use Eq. (22). As can be seen Ne depends on the the GCG model parameters α and A
in such a way that for either α→ −1 or ρ1+αi /A→ 1, it can be arbitrarily large. We can also see
that for ρ1+αi /A ≥ 3 the GCG model does not yield an inflationary period regardless of the value
of α < −1, since in this case N ≤ 0. Hence A is further constrained to 1 < ρ1+αi /A ≤ 3, which is
equivalent to ρ1+αi > A ≥ 3ρ1+αi .
Unless stated otherwise, we use the following initial conditions in the plots below. Since from
Planck 2018 [2] the upper bound on the Hubble parameter during inflation is H∗ < 5.4× 10−6mPl,
we use for the initial energy density2 ρi = 3 × 10−12m4Pl. For the rest of the parameters we use
ai = 1, φi = 10mPl, α < 1, and ρ
1+α
i /A = 1.00001, where we use ρ
1+α
i /A instead of A for simpler
numerical calculations.
V. NO INFLATION A` LA GENERALIZED CHAPLYGIN GAS (α > −1)
In Ref. [26] the authors studied the GCG model in the context of inflation using the interval
0 < α < 1. In this section we extend the study to −1 < α < 1 and show that the GCG model does
not produce an accelerated expansion but an accelerated contraction. In the next section we will
extend the study to the interval α < −1.
2 See Refs. [29–36] for similar energy scales.
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FIG. 2: The scale factor a in Eq. (23) and the slow-roll parameters H , ηH and ξ
2
H in Eqs. (26) - (28)
are plotted for several values of α and up to the end of inflation φe in Eq. (30). Here we choose α =
−1.2,−1.4,−1.6,−1.8,−2, corresponding to the blue, red, green, cyan, and orange lines respectively. The
other values chosen for the parameters are described at the end of Section IV. Here it can be seen that the
conditions for inflation, a increasing and |H | < 1, are satisfied for α < −1. We can also see that |ηH | > 1
and |ξH | > 1 for α ≤ −5/3 and α < −1.6, respectively.
From Eq. (23) we can see that in fact the scale factor is a decreasing function of φ for α > −1.
This equation should be compared with Eq. (3.7) in Ref. [26], where the minus sign in the exponent
is missing. This was probably the reason why the authors considered the GCG model for inflation
in the interval 0 < α < 1. Moreover, in Ref. [26] only the deceleration parameter q = −a¨a/a˙2,
or equivalently H , was plotted. Unfortunately this parameter alone does not give information of
weather a is increasing or decreasing. In Fig. 1 the scale factor a and the slow-roll parameter H
are plotted as functions of φ. There it can be seen that a decreases when α > −1 although H < 1.
This means that in the GCG model the Universe is contracting in an accelerated fashion when
α > −1.
From now on we will only consider α < −1 since in this case the GCG model can actually
produce cosmic inflation as we will see below.
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FIG. 3: The contour values of the slow-roll parameter ηH are plotted as functions of φ ≤ φe (see Eq. (30))
and −2 < α < −1. Here it can be seen that |ηH | > 1 for α ≤ −5/3 in agreement with our estimation in
Eq. (34).
VI. NO SLOW-ROLL INFLATION A` LA GENERALIZED CHAPLYGIN GAS (α < −1)
In this section we first show that the GCG model can indeed produce inflation when α < −1.
Then we prove that the slow-roll conditions |ηH | < 1 and |ξH | < 1 are only satisfied for the narrow
range of values −5/3 < α < −1 and −3/2 < α < −1, respectively. Consequently we show that due
to this behaviour of the slow-roll parameters we have that N  60, thus the number of e-folds is
not sufficient to solve the Big Bang problems during inflation unless α→ −1.
In Fig. 2 we plot the scale factor a and the slow-roll parameters H , |ηH |, and |ξH | for several
values of α and up to the end of inflation φe (see Eq. (30)). As it can be seen the conditions for
inflation are satisfied since a is increasing and H < 1 for all values of α < −1. There it can also be
seen that |ηH | > 1 and |ξH | > 1 for α < −5/3. This behaviour of ηH and its effect on the number
of e-folds will be studied below.
Let us find the values of α for which the GCG model fulfils |ηH | < 1. In order to give an
estimate, we consider (1 + α)Φ small. Then sech [(1 + α)Φ] ∼ 1 such that |ηH | < 1 in Eq. (27)
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FIG. 4: The contour values of the slow-roll parameter |ξH | are plotted as functions of φ ≤ φe (see Eq. (30))
and −2 < α < −1. Notice that |ξH | is lager than unity for α < −1.6 in relative agreement with our
estimation in Eq. (36).
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FIG. 5: The contour values of the number of e-folds at the end of inflation Ne are plotted as functions of α
and ρ1+αi /A (equivalently A) for the GCG model using Eq. (32). Here it can be seen that even for α < −1.1
and ρ1+αi /A > 1.0001 we have N < 60. The number of e-folds increases as either α → −1 or ρ1+αi /A → 1,
although the effect α→ −1 is larger.
12
becomes
|1 + α| < 2
3
, (33)
and, since we are only interested in α < −1, we find that
|ηH | < 1 only for − 5
3
< α < −1. (34)
Similarly the condition for |ξH | < 1, and assuming (1 + α)Φ small and Φ ∼ 1 such that
tanh2 [(1 + α)Φ] ∼ (1 + α)2, yields∣∣∣(2− 2α− 4α2)(1 + α)2∣∣∣ < 8
9
, (35)
from which we have
|ξH | < 1 only for − 3
2
< α < −1. (36)
In Figs. 3 and 4 we plot respectively the contour values of |ηH | and |ξH | as functions of φ and
α. In the plots it can be seen that |ηH | > 1 and |ξH | > 1 for α < −5/3 and α < −1.6 ≈ −3/2 ,
respectively, in agreement with our estimations.
As anticipated, the behaviour of ηH implies that the total number of e-folds N would be too
small for most of the parameter space of the GCG model. In Fig. 5 we plot the total number of
e-folds at the end of inflation Ne for the GCG model using Eq. (32). As it can be seen, in order to
obtain at least Ne > 60 either α → −1 or ρ1+αi /A → 1, although the effect α → −1 is larger. We
recall that the case α = −1 corresponds to a cosmological constant [11–20].
To summarize, in this section we have seen that the slow-roll condition |ηH | < 1 is not satisfied
by the GCG model when α ≤ −5/3 and thus Ne(α,A) 60. This implies that, for α ≤ −5/3, the
horizon and flatness problems of the Big Bang cosmology cannot be solved since the theoretical
bound for the number of e-folds during inflation is 50 < N < 60 [1, 2].
VII. SCALAR PERTURBATIONS
In this section we show that the equation for the scalar perturbations must be solved numerically
when considering the GCG model since the slow-roll approximation is not valid.
The evolution of the comoving curvature perturbation R is governed by the Mukhanov-Sasaki
equation [40]
d2uk
dτ2
+
(
k2 − 1
z
d2z
dτ2
)
uk = 0, (37)
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FIG. 6: The contour values of |fH | in Eq. (39) are plotted as functions of φ ≤ φe(α,A) and −1.4 < α < −1.1
and −1.1 < α < −1.0005 on the left and right panel, respectively. Here we do not show the values α < −1.6
since from Eq. (42) we have that |fH | > 1. As can be seen only for α / −1.04 the GCG model can indeed
have |fH |  1 such that fH can be neglected in Eq. (38).
where k is the comoving wave number, u ≡ −sign(φ˙)zRmPl/
√
8pi is the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable,
and z = a
√
2H such that
1
z
d2z
dτ2
= 2a2H2
[
1 + fH(φ(τ))
]
, (38)
where
fH(φ) ≡ H − 3
2
ηH + 
2
H − 2HηH +
1
2
η2H +
1
2
ξ2H , (39)
=
3
8
(
3(α+ 1)(3α+ 2)sech4
[
(α+ 1)Φ
]− (3α(2α+ 5) + 7)sech2[(α+ 1)Φ]− 2), (40)
where we use the slow-roll parameters in Eqs. (26) - (28) in the last line. Despite its appearance
as an expansion in the slow-roll parameters, Eq. (38) is an exact expression. Here fH characterizes
the validity of the slow-roll conditions, such that when {H , |ηH |, |ξH |} < 1 we have |fH |  1.
When the slow-roll regime is satisfied fH can be neglected and a(τ) = −(Hτ)−1, such that the
Mukhanov-Sasaki equation can simply be written as
d2uk
dτ2
+
(
k2 − 2
τ2
)
uk = 0, (41)
and whose solution for uk is the Hankel function of the first kind Hν(−kτ). Nonetheless, as we have
seen in the GCG model, the slow-roll approximations are only valid for α→ −1 and ρ1+αi /A→ 1
such that care must be taken when neglecting fH .
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FIG. 7: The scale factor a is plotted for α = 0.5, 0,−0.5 and ρ1+αi /A = 1.00001 in the blue, red, and green
lines, respectively. On the left (right) panel we use κ = 0.8(0.2). It can be seen that the scale factor is a
decreasing function of φ, hence there is no inflationary period for α > −1.
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FIG. 8: The contour values of the slow-roll parameter ηH are plotted as functions of φ ≤ φe(α, κ) and
−2 < α < −1. On the left (right) we use κ = 0.8(0.2). Here it can be seen that |ηH | > 1 for α ≤ −5/3.
Following a similar procedure as in Section VI we can estimate that
|fH | < 1 only for −
√
17
3
< α < −1. (42)
In Fig. 6 it can be seen that |fH | > 1 for α < −
√
17/3 ≈ −1.4 in agreement with our estimation.
It can also be seen that only for α / −1.04 the GCG model has |fH |  1 such that fH can be
neglected in Eq. (38). This behaviour of fH implies that, in order to constrain the parameter space
of the GCG model from the scalar perturbations, the mode equation must be solved numerically,
unless another method is deviced.
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FIG. 9: The contour values of |fH | for the GCJG model are plotted as functions of φ ≤ φe and −1.4 <
α < −1.1 and −1.1 < α < −1 on the left and right panels, respectively. On the top (bottom) panel we use
κ = 0.8(0.2). Here it can be seen that only for α ' −1.04, fH is sufficiently less than unity such that it can
be neglected. Moreover, the new parameter κ does not alleviate the problems found in the the GCG model.
VIII. NO SLOW-ROLL INFLATION A` LA GENERALIZED CHAPLYGIN-JACOBI GAS
In this section we study the GCJG model in Eq. (2) and extend the analysis of Refs. [27, 28]
from 0 < α < 1 to α < 1. Here we show that, even when the extra parameter κ is added, the
GCJG model does not produce inflation for −1 < α ≤ 1 and that the slow-roll conditions for |ηH |
and |ξH | are only satisfied in a narrow range of values of α very close to -1. Similar to the case of
the GCG model, we will see that since |ηH | > 1 the total number of e-folds after inflation Ne will
be small. We also show that |fH | > 1 in the case of the GCJG model for most of the parameter
space of α and κ.
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In the GCJG the generating function in Eq. (20) is written as [27, 28]
H(φ, κ) = H0 nc
1
1+α [(1 + α) Φ] , (43)
where α < 1, nc(x) = 1/cn(x), and cn(x) ≡ cn(x|κ) is the Jacobi elliptic cosine function, and κ is
the modulus. The generating function of the GCG in Eq. (20) is recovered when κ = 1. Similarly
as in the GCG model case the scale factor is now
a(φ) = ai
(
sd[(1 + α)Φ]
sd[(1 + α)Φi]
) −2
3(1+α)
, (44)
where sd(x) ≡ sd(x|κ) = sn(x)/dn(x). Notice the minus sign in the exponent, which is also missing
in Eq. (3.14) of Ref. [27]. In Fig. 7 we plot the scale factor as a function of φ which shows that a
is indeed decreasing for −1 < α ≤ 1.
The Hubble parameters are now given by [27]
H =
3
2
dn2 [(1 + α) Φ] sn2 [(1 + α) Φ]
cn2 [(1 + α) Φ]
, (45)
ηH = H
{
1 + α cn2[(1 + α)Φ]
sn2[(1 + α)Φ]
+
(1 + α) (1− κ)
dn2[(1 + α)Φ]
}
, (46)
ξ2H = 
2
H
{
(2α2 + 7α+ 6) (1− κ)
sn2 [(1 + α)Φ] dn2 [(1 + α)Φ]
+
3
2H
(
(2κ− 1)− κα (1 + 2α) cn2 [(1 + α)Φ]
)}
,(47)
where sn(x) ≡ sn(x|κ) and dn(x) ≡ dn(x|κ) are the Jacobi elliptic sine and delta functions,
respectively.
The condition for the end of inflation, H (Φe) = 1, now yields [27]
Φe(α, κ) =
1
1 + α
F [arcsin (
√
y) , κ] , (48)
where F (ϕ, κ) is the normal elliptic integral of the first kind and y = [5− (25− 24κ)1/2]/(6κ).
The number of e-folds is now given by [27]
N(φ) = − 2
3(1 + α)
ln
{
sd[(1 + α)Φ]
sd[(1 + α)Φi]
}
. (49)
Then the total number of e-folds at the end of inflation is
Ne(α,A, κ) =
1
3(1 + α)
ln
{
1
G(κ)
(
ρ1+αi
A
− 1
)}
, (50)
where G ≡ sd2
[
F
[
arcsin
(√
y(κ)
)
, κ
]]
. This last equation should be compared with Eq. (32)
where G plays the role of the factor 2 in the denominator. In fact in the limits, κ = 1 and
κ = 0, G = 2 and G = 0.4 respectively, thus that ρ1+αi /A is now reduced to the boundary
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1 < ρ1+αi /A < 1.4. This means that the introduction of the new parameter κ does not solve the
previous problems of N  60 since Ne does not strongly depend on κ.
Let us now find an approximation for the values of α such that |ηH | < 1. Similar to Section VI,
we expand ηH in Eq. (46) for (1 +α)Φ small and obtain a similar condition to that in Eq. (34), i.e.
|ηH | < 1 only for − 5
3
< α < −1. (51)
In Fig. 8 we plot the contour values of ηH as function of φ and α. There it can be seen that
|ηH | > 1 for all α ≤ −5/3. As we stated before, the introduction of the new parameter does not
resolve the slow-roll problem. In fact, similar results to the ones in Section VI are found for ξH .
Moreover, Eq. (50) shows that Ne does not strongly depend on κ thus the introduction of this
parameter does not solve the problem of small number of e-folds.
Finally in Fig. 9 we plot the contour values of |fH | for the GCJG model as functions of φ and
α for two different values of κ. There it can be seen that |fH | > 1 for α / −1.3. Moreover, only
for α ' −1.04, fH is sufficiently less than unity in order to neglect it in its corresponding version
of Eq. (38). Notice that for fH the new parameter κ does not alleviate the problems found in the
the GCG model.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the GCG and GCJG models during primordial inflation in the
context of GR. We have shown that the models do not produce inflation when −1 < α < 1, contrary
to the results in Refs. [26–28]. Then we show that, although an inflationary period is realized for
α < −1, the slow-roll parameters ηH and ξH are larger than unity for α < −5/3 and α < −1.6,
respectively. Furthermore, they are in fact less than unity only for −1.1 < α < −1. Hence the
parameter space of the GCG and GCJG models is greatly reduced.
Then we showed that such a behaviour of the slow-roll parameters has two significant shortcom-
ings for the GCG and GCJG models. The first one is that the total number of e-folds N during
inflation is N  60 for most of their parameter space, especially for α < −1.1. The second one is
that the slow-roll approximations are not valid during inflation when α < −1.1.
The first of the shortcomings implies that the horizon and flatness problems of the Big Bang
cosmology cannot be solved during inflation by the GCG and GCJG models, since the theoretical
bound on the number of e-folds is 50 < N < 60 [1, 2]. The second one is important since
the GCG and GCJG models have been used to constrain the model parameters relying on these
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approximations [13, 26–28], in particular the approximation z′′/z ≈ 2a2H2 in the Mukhanov-Sasaki
equation.
We conclude then that the violation of the inflationary slow-roll conditions is a generic feature
of the GCG and GCJG models when General Relativity is considered.
Although the parameter space of the GCG and GCJG models have been reduced significantly,
thus decreasing their predictability power, it could still be interesting to solve numerically the
Mukhanov-Sasaki equation in order to correctly constrain the model parameters from the scalar
perturbations. This could be done for α around -1, for which N > 60 and the slow-roll approxi-
mations are valid. This is left for a future work.
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